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Abstract
Multi-source remote sensing images have the characteristics of large differences in texture and gray level. Mismatch and 
low recognition accuracy are easy to occur in the process of identifying targets. Thus, in this paper, the target recognition 
algorithm of multi-source remote sensing image based on IoT vision is investigated. The infrared sensor and SAR radars 
are set in the visual perception layer of the iVIOT. The visual perception layer transmits the collected remote sensing image 
information to the application layer through the wireless networks. The data processing module in the application layer 
uses the normalized central moment idea to extract the features of multi-source remote sensing image. Contourlet two-level 
decomposition is performed on the image after feature extraction to realize multi-scale and multi-directional feature fusion. 
A two-step method of primary fineness is used to match the fused features and the random sampling consensus algorithm 
is used to eliminate false matches for obtaining the correct match pairs. After the image feature matching is completed, the 
BVM target detection operator is used to complete the target recognition of multi-source remote sensing image. Experimental 
results show that the use of the IoT to visually recognizing the desired remote sensing image target has low communication 
overhead, and the recognition reaches 99% accuracy.

Keywords IoT vision · Multi-source remote sensing image · Target recognition algorithm · Infrared sensor · SAR radar · 
Image registration

1 Introduction

Remote sensing refers to comprehensive information science 
technology that realizes detection and analysis at a long dis-
tance. Through sensors, we do not directly touch the surface 
of an object. Remote sensing technology is an important data 
source for military information and intelligence acquisition 
[1, 2]. With the continuous enrichment of remote sensing 
image data resources [3], the efficiency of remote sensing 
image processing has become an important factor restrict-
ing the development of remote sensing technology. With the 
continuous improvement of aerospace technologies such as 

data communication and sensors, the acquisition of data in 
the field of remote sensing has gradually developed towards 
multi-source [4]. Therefore, to comprehensively utilize the 
information of heterogeneous remote sensing images, image 
registration is the first condition [5].

The Internet of things is the Internet that connects 
"things", and its essence is mainly reflected in three aspects: 
Internet communication characteristics, that is, people or 
things are connected to the Internet to achieve interconnec-
tion [6]; identification characteristics, that is, it can auto-
matically identify people or things connected to the network; 
Intelligent features, that is, the network system can self-feed-
back and intelligent control [7].

In recent years, with the continuous development of sen-
sor technology, the resolution of remote sensing images has 
been continuously improved, and the application of multi-
source remote sensing information for the target level has 
received more and more attention. Melonakos et al. [8] pro-
posed an image segmentation technique based on directional 
information augmented conformal active contour frame. Wei 
et al. [9] proposed a ship detection method based on the 
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local power spectrum of SAR images. The core idea of this 
method is to detect ships through the power spectrum dis-
tortion of the local area of   the SAR image. Although the 
energy of ships is distributed on the SAR intensity image, 
their spectral energy was quite concentrated, which may 
cause the power spectrum of the local area of   the SAR image 
to deviate from the sea background, and analyze the local 
power spectrum of the moving target on the SAR image. 
The method of obtaining the detection threshold through 
the probability density function of the power spectrum 
is presented. An et al. [10] used land masking strategy, 
appropriate sea clutter model and neural network as a rec-
ognition scheme to detect ships in SAR images, and used 
a fully convolutional network to separate the ocean from 
the land. By analyzing the distribution of sea clutter in the 
SAR image, based on the comprehensive consideration of 
sea clutter modeling accuracy and computational complex-
ity, the probability distribution model of the constant false 
alarm rate detector was selected from the three aspects of K 
distribution, gamma distribution and Rayleigh distribution, 
and the neural network was used to re-check the result as 
the recognition result. Yue et al. [11] studied the detection 
of special targets in the visual image of low-pixel surveil-
lance systems. This method was used to detect special tar-
gets contained in the low-pixel surveillance system; Fan [12] 
studied the multi-target recognition of fuzzy remote sensing 
images based on Euclidean feature matching. The algorithm 
applied the European feature matching method to the multi-
target recognition of remote sensing images. It has high rec-
ognition accuracy, but it cannot adapt to the complex and 
changeable detection environment. Therefore, in this paper, 
the target recognition algorithm of multi-source remote sens-
ing image based on iVIOT is researched. Infrared sensors 
and SAR radar sensors are applied to the iVIOT to real-
ize the accurate target recognition of multi-source remote 
sensing image. The experimental verification of the research 
method has high remote sensing image target recognition 
effectiveness and high applicability, improves the recogni-
tion accuracy, and reduces the time consuming, which plays 
an important role in the development of multi-source remote 
sensing image target recognition.

2  Multi‑source remote sensing image target 
recognition algorithm based on IoT vision

2.1  The logical design of the iVIOT

The intelligent vison IoT consists of four levels: visual per-
ception layer, network layer and application layer, and stor-
age layer. The structure model of the iVIOT is shown in 
Fig. 1.

The iVIOT uses wireless transmission and cloud storage 
technology to set infrared sensors and SAR radars in the visual 
perception layer of the iVIOT. The image information collected 
by the visual perception layer is transmitted to the application 
layer through the wireless network, and the application layer 
realizes accurate recognition of multi-source remote sensing 
image targets through three parts: feature extraction, image reg-
istration and target recognition of the data processing module 
[13]. During data processing, the data is synchronized to the 
network hard disk and the cloud storage of the iVIOT is real-
ized. Users can access the stored data anytime and anywhere 
through various intelligent terminals to prevent the leakage and 
loss of target recognition data of remote sensing image, and 
improve the security and convenience of the iVIOT.

The visual perception layer mainly solves the data collec-
tion problem of the external physical world through various 
sensor devices. The perception layer of iVIOT acquires infor-
mation captured by sensors through various images. Wi-Fi 
wireless network camera IPCAM is used as the information 
collection point, it is a device that transmits dynamic remote 
sensing images through the network [14], which can trans-
mit local dynamic remote sensing images to the Internet via 
Wi-Fi, and which is convenient for users to view at any time.

IPCAM is a camera that collects and transmits dynamic 
video through a wireless network. It is designed based on 
user-friendly ideas. It is a new generation of video record-
ing products that combine traditional cameras and network 
video technologies. It integrates video servers and cameras, 
wireless transmission and other technologies. It has built-in 
server and GUI, supports IE browsing mode, and can trans-
mit video images based on TCP/IP protocol. Users can easily 
install at home, office, factory and any other places, access, 
configure, maintain and supervise through client video man-
agement software or log in to Web pages; where there is 
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Fig. 1  The structure model of the iVIOT
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network coverage in the world, users can view the monitored 
target environment at any time through the local area net-
work or the Internet. Without being restricted by time and 
space, users can view the dynamic remote sensing images 
of the target environment captured by infrared sensors and 
SAR radar anytime and anywhere.

2.2  Feature extraction of multi‑source remote 
sensing image

Whether it is an optical remote sensing image or a SAR 
remote sensing image, the image is often deformed due to 
external factors, which will cause certain external inter-
ference to the target. When constructing multi-source and 
multi-feature vectors for target detection, some features 
that are not affected by noise, light, shadow, deformation, 
etc. should be added [15]. By extracting seven Hu invariant 
moments and three affine invariant moments, a feature vec-
tor of moment invariants is constructed for target detection 
in remote sensing images. Discretization defines the digital 
image as follows:

where, p, q = 0, 1, 2,⋯ . The moment invariant feature 
mpq will change with the change of the image, and the affine 
coefficient �pq will change with the rotation of the image.
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In order to prevent the moment feature from changing 
with the image, the idea of normalized central moment is 
introduced.

where, r = p+q+2

2
 , p + q = 2, 3,⋯.

Seven Hu invariant moments are constructed by using 
the second-order normalized central moment and the third-
order normalized central moment, which are invariant to 
translation, scaling and rotation. The specific definition is 
as follows:
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Fig. 2  Feature extraction part of 
the code
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When the image is distorted due to different shooting angles, 
the translation, scale and rotation invariance of Hu moment 
invariants can not meet the actual requirements, and a moment 
invariance under the condition of affine transformation of the tar-
get is needed to deal with distortion and other deformations [16].

Three affine invariant moments are defined as follows:

Through the above process, the feature extraction of infra-
red remote sensing image and SAR remote sensing image is 
realized, the code is as follows (Fig. 2).

2.3  Design of automatic registration method 
for multi‑source remote sensing image features

2.3.1  Multi‑scale and multi‑directional feature fusion

Contourlet two-level decomposition is performed on the 
image after feature extraction, to obtain multi-scale �1 , �2 
low-frequency sub-bands and d1-d12-multi-directional high-
frequency sub-bands. The Gaussian kernel function is added 
to the moment definition, and � is the scale factor.

The discrete features of order p + q of the image are 
defined as follows:

The formula of discrete feature center distance is as 
follows:
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 is the center coordinate of the (n × n) 

window.
the moment eigenvector of the secondary low-fre-

quency subband is fL =
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�3 are used to represent the Gaussian combined invari-
ant moments. For multi-directional high-frequency 
sub-bands, the four parameters of energy fene , contrast 
fcon , correlation fcor and entropy fent of the structural 
texture feature are extracted, and T(i, j) is the gray-level 
co-occurrence matrix. The gray-level co-occurrence 
moment feature vector of the high-frequency sub-band 
is fH =

[
fene, fcon, fcor, fent

]
 , the weighting coefficients 

of the four parameters of the high-frequency sub-
band are calculated according to the contrast sensitiv-
ity function of the spatial activity degree [17], and the 
weighted high-frequency sub-band gray-level co-occur-
rence can be obtained. The moment feature vector is 
f
�
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f
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�
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�
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]
.

2.3.2  Primary‑fineness feature registration

A two-step method of primary-fineness is used to achieve 
feature matching. Firstly, the 6-dimensional moment feature 
vector fL =
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 of low-frequency subband 

is used for the initial matching of the similarity measure, 
and on this basis, the weighted high-frequency subband 
f
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]
 is used for the second fine 

matching. The matching formula is as follows:

2.3.3  Random sampling consensus algorithm

Random sampling consensus algorithm is used to eliminate 
wrong matches as the final correct matching pair. The random 
sampling consensus algorithm divides the feature points into 
correct matching point pairs and incorrect matching point pairs 
[18]. The random sampling consensus algorithm calculates the 
coordinate conversion relationship between the feature points 
of the reference image and the corresponding feature points 
of the image to be matched, that is, the transformation matrix 
H . Four pairs of matching points are randomly selected from 
the initial matching point pairs, and the transformation matrix 
H is calculated. The HXi value of the reference image point 
Xi(x, y) in the remaining matching pairs is calculated, and the 
di between this value and the matched point X′

i

(
x
′

, y
′) in the 

image to be matched is calculated. If di is less than the preset 
threshold T , the feature point is regarded as a correct match, 
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otherwise it is regarded as an error point. Four pairs of match-
ing pairs are re-selected randomly, to repeat the above steps, 
and the corresponding calculated transformation matrix H of 
the most correct matching pairs is used as the final transforma-
tion matrix to eliminate the wrong matching point pairs.

2.4  Design of target recognition algorithm 
of multi‑source remote sensing image

BVM target detection operator is used to identify multi-source 
remote sensing image targets. The result image obtained by 
the target detection operator should be able to distinguish 
the background and target information significantly, that is, 
the probability of the target or abnormal situation is large, so 
that the image information tends to be highly certain, and the 
target information is prominent and easy to distinguish [19]. 
According to Shannon's definition of information, information 
is a description of the uncertainty of the movement state or 
the way of existence of things, so the self-information of the 
image can reflect the uncertainty of the information, and the 
self-information Ii is small, indicating that the resulting image 
is less uncertain, that is, the detected target is prominent. The 
rest of the background is suppressed.

L operators are used to detect the target in n bands of hyper-
spectral image, to obtain L target detection images. Assuming 
that the total variance is constant, the normalized variance 
coefficient of each image is calculated [20]. �2

i
 is used to repre-

sent a monotonically increasing function, that is, the variance 
�2

i
 is the minimum, �i is the maximum, and Ii is the minimum. 

The target can be detected based on the smallest variance of 
the detection result image.

If 
{
r1, r2,⋯ , rN

}
 is the pixel vector in the remote sensing 

image, N is the total number of pixels in the image, and each 
pixel ri =

[
ri1, ri2,⋯ riL

]T is the L-dimensional column vector, 
where L is the number of bands and 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

Assuming that the priori information d is the spectrum sig-
nal of the target to be detected, and the vector w passed through 
the target detection operator corresponds to the output of the 
input pixel ri as yi , namely:

The original image covariance matrix is expressed as Σ , 
and the resulting image variance is:

The filter vector w of the BVM operator needs to meet the 
following conditions:
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i
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(20)
{
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)
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The auxiliary function �(w) is constructed as ( � is called 
the Lagrangian multiplier):

Lagrangian multiplier method is used to make the partial 
derivative of w as zero, and obtain the solution formula as 
follows:

At this time, the covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix, 
and the optimal solution is obtained as follows:

The eigenvector product of BVM constraint operator and 
the known spectral is 1. The BVM operator is based on the 
smallest variance. After data processing is performed using 
the covariance matrix, the small target and the background 
are easier to separate, and accurate multi-source image target 
recognition results can be obtained.

3  Experimental results and analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness and practicability of the 
proposed method, a port is taken as the research object and 
experimental comparative analysis is carried out through 
various methods [21]. Firstly, a port target recognition based 
on Internet of things visual recognition remote sensing 
image infrared image and SAR image is studied, and infrared 
sensor and SAR iVIOT are selected to be used.Radar is used 
as the sensor of the visual perception layer to collect remote 
sensing image information, and the data processing module 
of the iVIOT is used to realize the processing of image target 
recognition. Figure 3 shows the results of infrared remote 
sensing images collected by the iVIOT.

The results of SAR remote sensing images collected by 
the iVIOT are shown in Fig. 4.

Using the method of this paper, the method of literature 
[11] and the method of literature [12], the feature points 
contained in the remote sensing images in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 
are extracted, and the comparative analysis results are shown 
in Fig. 5。

According to Fig. 5, compared with the literature method, 
the method in this paper can extract more feature points in 
a very short time. When iterating about 70 times, basically 
all the feature points are proposed, and the number of fea-
ture points extracted is far Much higher than the literature 
method.
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The collected infrared remote sensing images and SAR 
remote sensing images are used to implement image rec-
ognition. The image result after the recognition is shown 
in Fig. 6.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Fig. 6 
that the method in this paper can be used to achieve high-
efficiency recognition of infrared remote sensing images 
and SAR remote sensing images, and the use of recognition 
remote sensing images can improve the accuracy of target 
detection.

The results of using the method in this paper to identify 
ship targets in multi-source remote sensing images based on 
iVIOT are shown in Fig. 7.

The experimental target recognition results in Fig. 7 show 
that the method used in this paper can achieve effective rec-
ognition of targets in remote sensing images. The method 

in this paper uses iVIOT to effectively process the target 
recognition information of remote sensing image and effi-
ciently obtain target recognition results of remote sensing 
image. The target in the remote sensing image is small, the 
method in this paper can accurately identify the small target 
in the remote sensing image, and verify the effectiveness of 
the target recognition of the research method.

The communication overhead of the method in this paper 
using the iVIOT to identify multi-source remote sensing 
image targets is made statistics. The iVIOT uses cloud com-
puting technology to realize data transmission, processing 
and storage. In the different remote sensing image sizes, dif-
ferent environmental conditions, the comparison result of 

Fig. 3  Infrared remote sensing image results

Fig. 4  SAR remote sensing image results

Fig. 5  Feature point extraction analysis comparison

Fig. 6  The recognition result of the method in this paper
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the communication overhead in target recognition of multi-
source remote sensing image is shown in Fig. 8.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that when the detection envi-
ronment does not change, that is, when the target recognition 
environment is a normal environment, the iVIOT is used to 
realize the target recognition of remote sensing image, which 
has lower computational complexity and storage complexity. 
When the target recognition of multi-source remote sensing 
image is performed in a complex environment, because the 
need to verify and store data involved in operations such as 
updating data, modifying data, and deleting data, high com-
putational complexity is required, and when the size of the 
remote sensing image is 128 MB, the communication over-
head is small in different environments. When the size of the 

remote sensing image exceeds 128 MB, the communication 
overhead increases rapidly, showing a linear growth trend. 
The iVIOT adopts cloud computing technology to protect 
user privacy information, has good computing performance, 
and is of great significance for improving remote sensing 
image target recognition.

Suppose the imaging interval of multi-source remote 
sensing images is 0.32 h, and the results of ship motion state 
obtained by the proposed method at each imaging time are 
shown in Table 1.

From the experimental results in Table 1, it can be seen 
that the method in this paper can effectively obtain the 
motion state of the target in the remote sensing image. In 
order to verify the effectiveness of the method in identifying 
the remote sensing image target, the method in this paper 
used to track the position mean square and speed root mean 
square error of the target ship 1 and the target ship 2 is made 
statistics. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

The experimental results in Fig. 9 show that the method 
in this paper makes full use of the target features of remote 
sensing image recognition, adopts primary-fine feature 
registration and random sampling consensus algorithm to 
achieve the association of target data, has strong recogni-
tion stability, and can obtain better targets. The recognition 
result meets the requirements of moving target tracking of 
multi-source remote sensing image.

The special target detection method (Reference [11]) 
and the Euclidean feature matching method (Reference 
[12]) are selected as the comparison methods, and the cor-
rect recognition rate of the three methods used to register 
the remote sensing image under different target recognition 

Fig. 7  Target recognition results

Fig. 8  Comparison of communication overhead

Table 1  Recognition results of ship motion state

Image 
number

filming 
time/s

Target coordi-
nates/km

Target 
heading 
angle/rad

Driving 
speed/
(km/h)

x y

1 0 3.564 4.481 6.542 30.512
2 0.15 6.945 7.462 5.481 38.456
3 0.34 3.548 4.153 5.162 37.158
4 0.58 4.841 7.845 4.852 36.452
5 0.76 9.582 8.416 4.461 35.464
6 1.25 8.561 6.854 4.158 37.851
7 1.85 9.584 7.482 3.896 41.584
8 2.64 3.518 6.158 3.564 38.465
9 3.85 2.485 5.846 3.284 42.845
10 4.15 1.468 11.584 3.165 39.546
11 4.86 3.645 16.852 2.914 32.546
12 5.34 11.258 17.456 2.854 28.645
13 5.95 16.584 15.645 1.564 26.845
14 6.85 38.645 19.852 1.318 27.415
15 6.76 41.584 20.456 0.945 29.854
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environments is carried out statistics. The statistical results 
are shown in Fig. 10.

Three methods are used for the statistics of the time 
required to register the remote sensing image under nor-
mal environment, lighting environment, noise environment, 
mobile environment and rotating environment. The statisti-
cal results are shown in Fig. 11.

Analyzing the experimental results of Fig.  8 and 
Fig. 11, we can see that using the method in this paper 
to identify remote sensing image targets can get a higher 
correct matching rate and higher matching accuracy. 

The total recognition time of the method in this paper is 
significantly higher than that of the special target detec-
tion method and the Euclidean feature matching method. 
Using this method to identify multi-source remote sens-
ing image targets, the correct matching rate in different 
environments is higher than 99%, the recognition time 
is less than 10 s, the correct matching rate and the rec-
ognition time are significantly better than the other two 
methods, verifying that the method in this paper has high 
recognition performance. It can provide a good founda-
tion for target recognition of multi-source remote sensing 
image.

The method in this paper is used to identify remote 
sensing image targets, and the statistics are based on 
the target recognition accuracy and recognition recall 
rate using only infrared remote sensing images, SAR 
remote sensing images, and multi-source remote sens-
ing images. The statistical results are shown in Fig. 12 
and Fig. 13.

Analyzing the detection results of Figs. 12 and 13, it 
can be seen that compared with the pure use of optical 
remote sensing images and SAR radar remote sensing 
image extraction features for target detection, the target 
recognition method of multi-source remote sensing image 
proposed in this paper can greatly improve the accuracy of 
target detection and reduce the possibility of false targets 
being detected, on the basis of a certain improvement in 
the target detection recall rate. The method in this paper 
applies the iVIOT to target recognition of multi-source 
remote sensing image, uses efficient computing perfor-
mance to achieve accurate target detection, and has high 
applicability.

Fig. 9  Root mean square error results of target position and velocity

Fig. 10  Comparison results of correct recognition rate Fig. 11  Comparison of registration time
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4  Discussion

The application range of remote sensing images is extremely 
wide, and the accurate targets detection of remote sensing 
image can enhance its application range. Research on target 
detection based on optical and SAR remote sensing images 
is carried out, and the high computing performance of the 
iVIOT is used to improve the accuracy of remote sensing 
image target detection. Because of their different imag-
ing principles, the two have their own advantages in earth 

observation. SAR sensors have all-weather and all-weather 
detection capabilities, can penetrate clouds, fog and are not 
affected by shadow occlusion and light time, but their texture 
and ground object radiation information are not enough, and 
it is difficult to interpret. Optical remote sensing images can 
intuitively reflect information on texture, color, and shape 
to users, but due to the limitations of light and weather, the 
ability to acquire data is limited. Optical remote sensing 
images can extract rich spectral information in radiation 
characteristics, which is more beneficial for classification 
and interpretation. Different types of remote sensing data 
such as optics and SAR are increasing at a rate of thousands 
of GB every day, which provides a rich source of data for 
multi-source processing of remote sensing images. How to 
achieve the interpretation of the specified target from the 
massive high-resolution remote sensing images and fully 
excavate the multi-source information will become a key 
link in the application of remote sensing information. Carry-
ing out target interpretation of multi-source remote sensing 
image fusion is not only of great significance for the devel-
opment of multi-source remote sensing image fusion and 
target interpretation processing theory, but also conducive 
to the full mining of massive remote sensing data and the 
realization of target-level multi-source information inter-
pretation, to provide target information support in military 
fields such as military strikes and intelligence analysis, and 
civilian fields such as urban planning, aviation control, and 
traffic navigation.

5  Conclusion

Remote sensing images contain a large amount of tar-
get information. In order to accurately identify targets in 
remote sensing images, a target recognition algorithm of 
multi-source remote sensing image based on IoT vision is 
studied, and iVIOT structures are used to achieve accurate 
targets recognition of remote sensing image. After the fea-
ture extraction from the multi-source remote sensing image 
is completed, a robust and stable multi-source remote sens-
ing image registration method is used to achieve accurate 
remote sensing image registration. The feature registration 
method combining elementary-precision is used to real-
ize the registration of multi-source remote sensing images 
affected by noise and illumination changes. Experimental 
results show that this method is robust to noise and illu-
mination changes, and has a good application prospect for 
tracking moving targets in remote sensing images. IVIOT is 
usually used in occasions with high real-time requirements. 
The target recognition of remote sensing image usually 
includes large-scale matrix decomposition, repeated convo-
lution, solving large-scale equations, and many non-linear 
optimization problems, which are computationally intensive 

Fig. 12  Comparison of recognition accuracy

Fig. 13  Comparison of recognition recall rates
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and time-consuming. IVIOT can effectively solve the above 
problems, improve the computing performance of remote 
sensing image target detection, and has extremely high appli-
cability. Due to the limitation of time, the research on image 
blur in this paper is not in-depth enough. In the future, fur-
ther research will be made on image blur processing, so as 
to improve target recognition in multi-source remote sensing 
images.
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